Scratch Lessons:

Make a Maze Game, Part 1
See these squiggly lines?
Anything written inside them gives you helpful tips and information on
WHY you are writing the code. If you don’t care, than just follow what’s written and shown in each
numbered step.
Sooooo what are we doing here? Why are we making a maze game? Welp, this is actually more
than just a maze game. It is an OBESITY maze game.
Over the next four lessons, you’ll design a maze with a “maze runner”. If the maze runner hits the
walls of the maze, an annoying sound will happen and they will have to return back to the beginning.
As the maze runner goes from the start of the maze to the end, he/she will be collecting food. Each
food gains him/her calories. But *CAREFUL*, you will design the maze so that if you’re runner collects more than 2000 calories, they lose!

1. Go to Scratch.mit.edu. Click “Sign in”.

2. Enter username: techbrarian

Password: Student1
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3. Click “Create”

4. Name your maze.

5. Press the scissor and then delete the cat.

6. Now your going to choose a new sprite (character) to run your maze. Press the “choose sprite
from library ” button.
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7. Select your sprite and click “ok”.
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8. Copy the code blocks below so that your sprite moves using the arrow keys.		
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9. Now let’s draw a maze. Start by clicking on “Paint a new Sprite.”

10. Draw a maze using the line tool and the eraser.
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11. You probably notice that your maze runner is way too big. Click on the shrink tool and make him/her
smaller.

*Note: If the maze is getting in the way of shrinking or moving your maze runner, use
the arrow keys to move your maze runner away from the maze.
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12. Take a moment to name your maze runner and your maze. Do this by clicking on the , typing in
the name, and then pressing the back arrow .
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Should end up
looking like this
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13. Now, let’s record a sound that plays when your maze runner hits the maze by accident. Click
“Sounds”. Press the “X” to delete the old sound.
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14. Click “Record new sound.”

15. Click “Allow”.
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16. Click the record button and make a noise. Press the stop button when
you’re done. Name your sound.
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17. Next, return back to the Scripts tab. Create a code block that forever looks for something to
happen (we’ll see what it’s looking for next.)

18. So here’s what we’re look for: Does the maze runner touch the maze? If it does, then we want it
to make our sound happen. Below is the code for this:
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19. Now press the green flag and try it out!

One more thing...
So you know how you wrote this:

You can also write the code so that you forever look to see if your maze runner touches a
color. In this case, my maze is black-- so I can look to see if my maze runner touches black.
If it does, then I make the sound happen:
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